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Subject: Language for next Federal Register notice.

Body:

I discussed the language with Mary. Here are our suggestions.The language from the draft March 15, 1996 

Notice which refers to the February 29,1996 -March 1, 1996 meeting needs to be included along with the 

decisions from the recent meeting. (I restate it here as a reminder.)Additional Releases The Review Board 

announces that the Central Intelligence Agency, in accordance with the Review Board's Standards for the 

release of information, will release in full the following records that previously contained postponements: 

[Insert RIF #s]Additional Board ActionsOn March 1, 1996, the Central Intelligence Agency provided additional 

evidence to the Board in support of postponements that the Review Board previously had voted to release. 

Upon receiving and evaluating this additional evidence, the Review board voted to make one additional 

postponement in record number 104-10015-10398 and to provide substitute language in its place.On March 

1, 1996, the Board also voted to reconsider, at a future date, postponements in the following records that 

were reported from prior Board meetings: from December 13, 1995 (Federal Register Notification dated 

December 27, 1995): 104-10015-10401; from January 5, 1996 (Federal Register Notification dated January 24, 

1996: [Insert RIF #s for 21 documents]. Accordingly, these records are being withdrawn pending future Board 

action.For the most recent meeting, in addition to the standard notice, the Board reconsideration of prior 

decisions must be reported. Additional Board ActionsAt the March 18- 19, 1996 Review Board meeting, the 

CIA provided additional evidence regarding postponements in documents from the December and January 

meetings. After considering this evidence, the Review Board voted to sustain additional postponements in the 

following records from the referred meetings: December 13, 1995 104-10015-10401 [List releases, 

postponements, and dates]January 5, 1996 [List RIF #s, releases, postponements, and dates]January 31, 1996 

[List RIF #s, releases, postponements, and dates](This reports supersedes the earlier notice on these 

documents.)Is it necessary to list the number of prior releases now postponed for each document? ( For 

example, there are two additional postponements in 104-10015-10401.) I'm not sure if it would be easier to 

list the number of releases and postponements which are the result of the most recent Board action as 

compared to the NARA version or to list the additional postponements sustained at this meeting. My guess is 

that the latter would be easier for us to track now in the documents and to track later on the system. Please 

let us know which will do a better job of fulfilling our notification requirements.Also, the Board acted in two 

steps on 104-10015-10401, postponing additional information the second time. I think it is possible that the 

number of additional postponements can still be counted as two. If so, should we or should we not note the 

second action?
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